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ABSTRACT

W.E. Harrison (UKAEA)
D.G.Abbott (CEGB)
I.H. Carrick (CEGB)

The initial fuel loading of the first CAGR at Hinkley Point included
5 specially instrumented stringers (OLIS) each containing a flow-measuring
venturi and additional thermocouples. Venturi absolute and differential ,
pressures were measured by transducers mounted on the pi le-cap. Transducers
and thermocouples were routed to a computer/logger and processed into
stringer performance data.

The venturi was engineered to comply closely with appropriate British
Standards but compromises were made to minimise interaction with other
functions of the OLIS plug unit, justifying rig calibration of Venturis,to
check for deviation in behaviour.

High accuracy and reliability of the flow measuring system were
established by thorough commissioning procedures. The transducers were
selected for low sensitivity to their operational enviroment. Nevertheless
calibration of all transducers was carried out both in laboratory and
in-situ. Errors introduced by signal processing were identified and zero
drift monitored. Pipe-runs were scrupulously leak-tested and leak sensitivity
was evaluated. After one year re-calibration and recommissioning gave
confidence of long term stability.

Measurements of stringer behaviour were collected in a series of tests
spanning the full range of both the setting of the channel flow control
gags and the reactor power. Throughout these tests comprehensive monitoring,
with intercalibration between the OLIS and comparison with installed reactor
instrumentation has quantified residual error.

These measurements were used to check the theoretical model used by the
station for channel flow assessment. The excellent agreement obtained
justified proceeding to the derivation of a universal gag resistance
calibration applying to all power levels.

In performance tests aimed at evaluation of overall generating
efficiency, the theoretical model was used to make accurate estimates of
reactor power and flow which agreed well with estimates based directly on
further OLIS measurements, and with other methods, such as the conventional
water-side heat-balance.



r 1 . INTRODUCTION

A characterist ic feature of the Advanced Gas Cooled Reactor is
the presence in each fuel channel of an adjustable flow control ler
(gag) which enables the flow of cooling gas in each channel to be
matched to the channel power to achieve a uniform channel gas
outlet temperature across the reactor. Not only i s th is desirable
for the sake of thermal ef f ic iency but i t enables output to be
sustained without encroaching on the material or safety constraints
of components of the fuel st r inger. A knowledge of the flow
characteristics of the gag enables the flow and thence the power in
each channel to be assessed, or conversely allows a gagging pattern
for a predicted power d is t r ibut ion to be planned in advance. Such
flow characterist ics are normally determined experimentally in
out-of~pile r i gs .

When power was f i r s t raised in Reactor 4 at Hinkley Point 'B'
in 1976, f i v e fuel channels contained so-called On-Load Instrumented
Stringer (O.L. I .S. ) . These special ly instrumented fuel stringers
were designed to check-the i n - p i l e performance of the C.A.G.R. fuel
and their experimental instrumentation included a venturi flow
meter in addit ion to arrays of fuel can and gas temperature thermocouples.
Thus, an opportunity arose fo r i n -p i l e determination of gag
characterist ics.

During the commissioning of Reactor 4 a series of experimental
gag cal ibrat ions were carried out a t several levels of reactor
power. A considerable quantity of information was accumulated,
not only regarding channel f low but also can and gas temperature.
Study of can temperature forms part of an on-going experimental
program described elsewhere (1) . In th is paper i t i s intended to
concentrate on the-flow measurements and the analysis of gag
characterist ics.

2. DESIGN OF VENTURI FLOWMETER FOR AN INSTRUMENTED STRINGER

2.1 Description of Standard Hinkley Point 'B' Fuel Stringer

The str inger is made up from a fuel assembly and a composite
plug un i t , and is similar to the O.L.I.S. shown in f igure 1 .
The fuel assembly consists of eight fuel elements with top and
bottom ref lector un i ts , a to ta l length of 9.3m and diameter of
238mm. The plug uni t i s divided into an upper and lower
section, jo inted at the bayonet j o i n t . The fuel is strung
together with a single central t i e bar, 10.2mm diameter, f ixed
at the bottom support/ re f lector uni t and supported in a
spider, situated jus t below the bayonet j o i n t . Following
assembly, the lower plug un i t is an integral part of the fuel
stack and can only be separated from i t by removing the t i e
bar.

The coolant flow path from the fuel is upwards through the
lower plug uni t and out through the gas out le t ports to the
above dome or hot box region. I t i s control led by the axial
movement of a finned bu l l e t , the gag, wi th in the gag o r i f i c e ,
situated approximately 0.5m above the bayonet j o i n t . The gag
is attached to a continuous shaft 8.8m in length and mounted
in the closure/actuator. I t i s controlled by an electr ic
motor and gearbox mounted i n the closure un i t and is restr ic ted
to the range of movement 1" to 9" from f u l l y open.
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Vibration of the gag within the orifice is prevented by a
complex distribution of vent and stabilisation holes in the
region of the gag and orifice.

The standard plug unit has provision for instrumentation only
as far as the gas outlet ports, approximately 4.8m above the
top fuel element. Initial charge fuel stringers had two 1.5mm
diameter thermocouples mounted here to monitor individual
channel gas outlet temperatures.

2.2 On-Load Instrumented Stringers (O.L.I.S.)

The function of the instrumented stringers in the initial fuel
charge was to measure fuel and gas temperatures and channel
mass flow. Plug unit modification involved installation of a
venturi and an instrument lead guide-tube below the gas outlet
ports. The specific design chosen, illustrated in figure 1,
provides for component assembly, lost motion at the bayonet
joint and i t avoids interference with the coolant flow in the
region of the gag.

Provision was made to install up to two gas inlet, four fuel
can and twelve fuel gas outlet thermocouples, all of which
used 1mm diameter mineral insulated, chromel/alumel cables.
The fuel can thermocouples were swaged to 0.5mm at the hot end
to facilitate insertion into the fuel can wall. Interference
with the flow at the gag is avoided by taking the instrument
leads back out of the plug 20mm above the bayonet joint,
laying them flat over the surface, and feeding them back into
the plug at the gas outlet ports. The exposed cables are
protected by welding a cover sheet over the top. The lost
motion which can be up to 120mm for a hot and irradiated
stringer, was obtained by looping the cables into the annular
space behind the venturi.

2.3 Venturi Meter

The lower plug un i t , 3.8m in length, cons i s t s of a neutron
s c a t t e r plug, which l i m i t s neutron ac t iva t ion of the plug u n i t
and a piston seal housing. The l a t t e r i s a spacer u n i t , 1.6m
in leng th , carrying a s e r i e s of graphite pis ton seals on the
outer surface. These a r e designed to prevent re -en t ran t
coolant gas escaping i n t o the hot box. A fabr icated venturi
tube i n s e r t , 1m in l eng th , was inserted in to a prepared pis ton
seal housing, having the following dimensions:

I n l e t and uni t bore

Throat diameter and length

I n l e t taper length

Exit taper length

154mm

114mm

106mm

380mm

Four equally spaced pressure tapping ho les , 3.2mm diameter,
joined by a sealed annular r i n g , are positioned upstream of
the i n l e t taper and c e n t r a l l y in the t h r o a t . Continuous 3.2mm
diameter hypodermic pressure tubes connect the two annuli to ball
lock seals in the closure unit.



Three aspects of the design are contrary to the British Standard
specification. Firstly, there is a change of cross sectional
area in the region of the scatter plug suppdrt spider, 330mm
upstream of the inlet taper, secondly, the tie bar passes
through the centre of the unit and thirdly, two instrument
lead guide tubes are set into the taper sections, one 9.5mm
diameter in the inlet and one 12.7mm diameter in the exit
taper.

The initial specification for accuracy of channel mass flow
determination did not warrant pre-calibration of the venturi.
However, during the early reactor hot engineering run, the
results showed excellent repeatability ( < 1/4%). During this
run, vibration problems resulted in the discharge of all fuel
stringers, including the 5 O.L.I.S., for gag and sealed
gimbal joint modifications. It was discovered, during subsequent
internal inspection, that manufacturing burrs had not been
removed from the tapping holes in the venturi. Action was
taken to dress the holes, measure the internal dimensions of
each venturi and check the hypodermic tube run for leaks. The
latter was achieved by sealing the tapping holes with a pneumatic
ring inserted into the venturi and pressurising at the closure
unit. No leaks were found.

A programme of hydraulic calibration was then instigated on
all the remaining unused units, before and after deburring. A
mean discharge coefficient deduced for the five units, which
by this time had been reloaded, was 0.988 +_ .003, which is close
to the value of 0.98 for an unperturbed venturi to the British
Standard Specification and illustrates the insignificance of
the perturbations.

3. PRESSURE MONITORING FOR VENTURI FLOW METERS

3.1 Specification of Pressure Transducers

The qualities required of the transducer system were:

(a) An operational pressure range of 0-50 bar absolute, 0-0.4
bar differential with protection of the sensing device
against 50 bar pressure being applied instantaneously;

(b) Accuracy at normal operating conditions (40 bar absolute
0.1 to 0.3 bar differential) of 1% overall;

(c) Long term stability over several years;

(d) Stability with respect to temperature changes over the
range 10 C to 50 C with possible temperature gradients
across the transducers;

(e) Internal surfaces which cannot contaminate reactor gas;

(f) Rapid time response ( < 0.1 second) with avoidance of
possible resonance effects in the system.



3.2 Product Experience

The initial batch of differential transducers proved unsuitable
when tested in the sort of temperature gradient at which they
might be required to operate. They were replaced by Statham
pressure transmitters which had already given satisfactory
service elsewhere, though others of suitable specification
have since been installed. Prior to reactor installation
they were tested in C02 and water rigs, subjected to temperature
and pressure transients and re-calibrated. Five out of six
units maintained the specified 0.5% full scale accuracy but
one twice suffered a zero shift of up to 1.5% full scale and
was replaced.

The absolute transducers were supplied by Transducers (C.E.L.)
Ltd., with specified accuracy of 135 full scale. They exhibited
a degree of temperature dependence, long term zero drift and
the internal amplifying unit of one failed in service. Otherwise,
their performance was satisfactory. Instruments with tighter
specification have since been installed. Their first calibration
in February, 1974, used a Texas Precision Test Set, model 156
It covered the range 0 to 35 bar to an accuracy of 70mbar and
had the facility to vary operating temperature from IOC to
60 C. Following further testing in appropriate environmented
conditions, they were recalibrated in October, 1974, using a
specially calibrated Budenberg gauge. Early calibrations
showed that the target 1% overall accuracy should be achievable
but that regular checking of zero signals and the use of
individual transducer calibration constants wquld be necessary.

3.3 Installation

All the transducers are housed together in a strong, thermally
insulated box just below a manhole at the side of the pile
cap. The problem of access at Hinkley presented considerable
difficulties when i t was necessary to check the transducers.
A later installation at Hunterston and recently at Hinkley
was successfully routed to a location above the pile cap and
this together with the use of multi-way valves, enables in-
situ calibration. The system response characteristics were
calculated and checked by experiment. It was concluded that
the system would register pressure changes in well under a
second (e.g., 0.05 sec. delay in following a pressure ramp)
and would have a resonant frequency of order 2HZ with sufficient
frictional damping to ensure that pulsations would not be
significantly amplified.

Pipe runs were scrupulously leak tested. To check the sensitivity
to leaks one was deliberately introduced by cracking open a
pressure coupling at the transducer box. Although i t was
easily detectable with soapy water, i t had negligible effect
on the transducer readings. Leaks did not present any problems.



3.4 Calibration After Installation

It was possible to isolate and disconnect the box containing
all the transducers so that it could be calibrated as a unit
in a laboratory. Similarly, the signal processing unit could
be removed from the data logger and tested. Facilities were
set up to calibrate all the transducers together over the
operating range of pressure and temperatures. For example,
all the differential transmitters were connected in parallel
at an absolute pressure of 40 bar-with a differential of 0.3
bar in a heated container at 50 C. The pressures and temperature
could be varied independently. All calibrations were corrected
for head of gas, local gravity and temperature.

The principal calibrations were conducted at a laboratory
using a Standard (Absolute) K.D.G. Servo Manometer DSM10.
This instrument had a specified accuracy of 0.033mbar from 0
to 330 mbar and 0.01% of reading at higher differentials.
Absolute pressure was measured using a calibrated Budenberg
gauge accurate to 70mbar from 0-20 bar, 140 mbar from 20-70
bar. A mobile calibration facility, based on a Mensor Quartz
Manometer (Transfer Standard _+ 0.01% reading + 0.002% fs), has
subsequently been developed at Berkeley Nuclear Laboratories.

The transducers were calibrated annually. Figure 2 is a
sample calibration result for a differential pressure
transmitter, illustrating the small size of drift and hysteresis.
Zero signals were checked quarterly and drift for absolute
transducers was compensated by annually updating the pressure
algorithms. The most significant problem with all the instruments
was their susceptibility to suddenly drifting out of specification.
This happened to two out of ten instruments. Routine assessment
of current signals was essential to detect such an occurrence
before valuable information was lost. Both absolute and
differential pressures were shown to have been measured to a
standard deviation of 1% over the period covering gag movement
tests, commissioning and high power reactor performance tests.

3.5 Accuracy of Flow Measurement

Combining the errors in pressure measurement with those from
the venturi discharge coefficient and the gas outlet temperature
measurement gives an overall accuracy of 1% (l«r) on measured
channel flow.

4. EXPERIMENTAL MEASUREMENTS

The gag calibration experiments were carried out during commissioning
tests, primarily designed to check the freedom of movement of the
gags over the whole operational range of closure, reactor power and
temperature. The first series of experiments were carried out at
zero power, full flow during Winter 1974-1975. After these tests,
the gags were modified to improve their vibrational behaviour and a
further series of experiments with the modified gags were carried
out at zero power, full flow during Winter 1975-1976. These were
followed, over the next few months, by tests at successively higher
levels of reactor power, nominally 30%, 60% and 80%. Since that
time, some further tests have been conducted, but not on the same
scale.
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Thoughout this programme, experimental procedure was developed in
the light of experience. At each stage of gag movement during the
tests the readings of the O.L.I.S. instruments were logged and
processed to give mean fuel outlet temperatures and channel flows
using the O.L.I.S. computer/logger. In addition, displays and
printouts from the main reactor data processing system in the
Central Control Room were used to record all relevant reactor data,
absolute and differential pressures, core inlet and outlet temperatures.

Additional test instruments were also used to permit monitoring of
the accuracy of the O.L.I.S. and reactor instrumentation. Absolute
pressure was monitored using a calibrated Budenberg gauge and a
deadweight tester. Reactor differential pressure (so-called 'Baffle'
differential pressure) was monitored by three calibrated differential
pressure transducers feeding alarm circuits and not normally
available to the reactor data processing system. At intervals
during the tests, intercalibration exercises were carried out. In
the case of the differential pressure, reactor conditions were
changing rapidly, by as much as 3$ in a minute, as a result of gas
circulator auto-control and care had to be taken to synchronise
baffle differential pressure reading with the logging of O.L.I.S.
flows.

When each O.L.I.S. gag reached fully open, the O.L.I.S. absolute
pressure was compared to reactor absolute pressure, making a small
correction for the gag pressure drop. Errors identified in this
way were corrected.

During the zero power tests the gags were stepped in unison throughout
the full range of closure. In the tests at power, no more than two
O.L.I.S. gags were moved at a time and the instrumentation on the
other stringers could then be used to monitor variation in reactor
conditions.

Throughout the experiments described here Station Operators contrived
satisfactorily to hold reactor conditions steady, especially
temperature. However, for flow measurement absolute and differential
pressure are more important, the rapid fluctuation of differential
pressures has already been referred to and, in addition, there were
long term trends in reactor pressure as gas was drawn off from the
cooling circuit and replenished at intervals. Throughout these
changes O.L.I.S., reactor contract and special test instrumentation
all gave mutually consistent results, showing whatever their
absolute calibrations that they demonstrated consistent repeatability.

Before presenting the O.L.I.S. flow measurements, it is helpful to
make allowances for the drift in reactor conditions. In the zero
power test, the recorded reactor data was used to make a theoretical
correction, but it was not easy to ensure exact synchronisation
between baffle differential pressure and O.L.I.S. scans every time.
For the tests at power it was easier and more accurate to use flow
measurements in the O.L.I.S. not under test as the means of normalising
measurements in the O.L.I.S. under test back to a constant 'reference'
reactor state. An example of the remarkably smooth flow calibration
obtained is shown in Fig. 3, which illustrates the fact that there
is very little residual scatter which could be attributed to random
variability with time of the measurement system or to inadequacy of
the normalisation process. The curve is the same whether the gags
are closing or opening, which means there is no sign of backlash in
gag position indication nor transducer hysteresis.
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Examination of al l the flow calibrations reveals some variation
between channels and between power levels, but some such variation
can be predicted, as we shall bring out in the analysis below.
To confirm that those variations were not due to transducer errors ,
the pressure measuring systems for channels 4L43 and 4Q29 were
interchanged between consecutive gag calibration t e s t s . No change
in the calibrations was observed.

5. METHOD OF ANALYSIS

The flow measurements were analysed with three d is t inc t objectives
in mind:

(a) Confirmation of the satisfactory performance of the O.L.I.S.
flow measurement system;

(b) Identification of any deficiencies in our theoretical
understanding of channel flow behaviour;

(c) Determination of the gag characterist ic;

There i s a degree of dépendance between these objectives to be
overcome.

All significant features of our understanding of channel flow
behaviour are incorporated in a computer model which has, therefore,
been used as a vehicle for the analysis. The model has been
adopted for routine assessment of fuel channel flows and is a
physically r ea l i s t i c representation which uses component resistance
data from experimental rig calibrationsand reactor operating data
from instal led 'contract' instrumentation. This contrasts somewhat
with the essentially empirical approach adopted for the Windscale
A.G.R. prototype, where measured relative flow calibrations were
used di rect ly . The flow model i s based on a conventional treatment
for gas-cooled reactors and there i s no need to describe i t in
deta i l . Briefly, the complete flow circui t through the fuel channel
is divided into five sections; for each section a solution is found
to an equation based on Bernoulli 's equation:

P. = EuV (1)

where P denotes s ta t ic gas pressure (bar), V i s the velocity head
(bar) and Eu i s a dimensionless resistance coefficient, the Euler
number. Suffixes ' i ' and V denote inlet and outlet conditions of
the section considered and V denotes the velocity head calculated
at conditions appropriate to the way Eu is defined. The velocity
head V i s given by V = \Tj2ptCs where W = channel mass flow,
p- gas density and A = free flow area.

In each section there are additional complexities associated with
accounting for density changes, especially in the fuel section a t
power. Additionally, the f i r s t section contains an approximate
representation of flow through the complexity of re-entrant flow
paths through the graphite moderator which leads to a variation in
gas pressure a t stringer in l e t across the reactor.
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Modelling of the gag section warrants a more detailed description.
Since temperature changes through the gag are small the gag Euler
number is defined with respect to the inlet conditions, including
the free flow area just upstream of the gag. In reality, the
behaviour of the gag loss coefficient relates more to the local
velocity head and flow area at the narrowest constriction of the
flow path. The definition chosen means that the gag Euler number
changes with the ratio of inlet and narrowest flow areas, thus
giving rise to larger values {<& 60) than might have been expected.
The outlet area is taken to be a share of the large hot gas plenum
at the top of the reactor vessel, so that A,./Ao-*<-1. Thus for the
gag equation (1) simplifies to:

DP = P. - Po = «L, ( E u - l ) - (2)

Early rig calibration for the unmodified gag shows that the Euler
number is not a simple function of gag position only. The observation
of compressible behaviour by the gas at high fractional pressure
drops (DP/P-) has resulted in an empirical correction being included
in the model. There is also a slight dependence on channel location
assocated with the geometry in the region of the channel outlet
which requires a small empirical correction (0 to 0.18) known as
the 'tundish' correction. However, in the operating regime for the
C.A.G.R., Reynolds number dependence is negligibly small. A
further small consideration was the need to allow for thermal
expansion of the free flow area A-. The model requires as input
data, standardised gag Euler numbers free from compressibility
effects, tundish correction and reduced to a reference gag temperature.

The most obvious method of using the flow model in analysing
the measurements is a direct comparison of measured and predicted
flows, and this was indeed done during the first series of tests at
zero power on the unmodified gag. Two disparate rig calibrations
of the gag were available and the comparison exercise confirmed one
rather than the other. In a limited sense this can be regarded as
a calibration of the gag. Excellent performance of the O.L.I.S.
instrumentation during this earlier test series raised the prospect
of the accuracy being sufficient to justify direct in-reactor
calibration of the modified gag in the later tests. Unfortunately,
the available instrumentation did not allow a direct determination
of the gag pressure drop and an indirect method was devised. The
measured O.L.I.S. flow was used in the model to calculate the
pressure drop over all sections other than the gag and the gag
pressure drop then calculated from the measured reactor pressure
drop, as the sometimes small difference between two larger numbers.
This approach has the advantage that all prior knowledge of flow
behaviour, excluding the standardised gag characteristic, is fed
into the analysis, fully taking account of known channel to channel
differences, thus removing the need to compare predicted and
measured flows. It has the disadvantage that all errors of modelling
and measurement feed through to the final gag characteristic which
imposes an exacting obligation to minimise error. This approach
was, however, developed with satisfactory results for the zero
power tests on the modified gag and it continued to be used for the
tests at power.



Subsequently, when the monitoring value of the O.L.I.S. not under
test was realised, an alternative, much simpler and less error
prone method of analysis was developed for use in future tests. In
this, it is recognised that the absolute values of DP across the
gag cannot be determined accurately but changes can be, from
equation (2):

DP - DPf = V^Eu-1) - Vif(Euf-l) (3)

where 'f' denotes fully open gag values. If a value for the open
gag Euler number is assumed then changes in Euler number can be
determined from changes in the venturi absolute pressure readings.
This does not depend on knowledge of fuel resistance or reactor
pressure differential, thus avoiding the tedium of eliminating
error in the baffle differential pressure and of modelling accurately
the flow behaviour of the whole channel. A minor disadvantage is
the inability to make an independent determination of the fully
open gag Euler number.

6. RESULTS OF ANALYSIS

Analysis was confined to the main characteristic of the modified
gag of each O.L.I.S. The tests at 30% power (50% flow) were not
analysed in full, since the accuracy of reading the much smaller
reactor pressure differentials was inadequate. The results covered
a variety of gas temperatures (from 290 C - 660 C) fractional
pressure drops in the gag, DP/P (from 0 to 3%) and the 5 channel
locations.

For the purposes of comparison, each result was reduced to a
standard form, corrected back to 20 C and free from tundish
and compressibility effects. A small allowance (0.15 in Eu) was
made to allow for the additional pressure loss attributable to the
presence of the venturi. Thus standardised the results were examined
for evidence of unexpected sources of variation. For each stringer,
the changes from test to test were examined and showed no systematic
trend. The worst variation was for channel 4Q29 and it implied
higher gag Euler number at zero power, but by an amount equivalent
to less than 1/3% on flow at full power. Consequently, results for
all tests were combined resulting in the 5 gag characteristics given
in Fig. 4.

The most striking features of Fig. 4 are separation of the characteristic
for channel 4F23 from the other 4 and the steeper characteristic
for channel 4Q29 as the gag closes. However, a thorough analysis
of the expected channel to channel variation, taking into account
dimensional tolerances, experimental and modelling errors, leads to
an expected spread of results of 1.0 for the fully open gag ranging
to 5.3 fully closed. The observed spread is almost too narrow to
be consistent with the expectation for the open gag, suggesting
that the predicted allowances for random variation are, if anything,
too generous. The absence of any additional random variation to be
accounted for justifies proceeding to combine all results together
into a single characteristic. The resultant average gag characteristic
is shown in Fig. 5, along with uncertainty limits (+ 2a) which are
based on an assessment of all sources of error - measurement, analysis
and the fact that only 5 channels have been sampled from a population
with an expected random channel to channel variation. For the fully
open gag fuel resistance data dominates the uncertainty, but at the
closed end the venturi calibration and the baffle differential pressure
are also important.
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Also shown in Fig. 4 is an example of the use of the alternative
method using the venturi inlet pressure to measure changes in gag
differential pressure. The points are for channel 4L43 and can
be seen to lie close to the corresponding curve. These results
were obtained in an isolated test in 1979 and show not only good
agreement between methods but also the constancy of the
characteristic over 3 years.

7. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

During the course of this work, calibrations obtained from out-of-
pile rigs became available and the results are included in Fig. 5.
One of these used an air rig at atmospheric pressure and ambient
temperature and gave a particularly interesting result for the
fully open gag in close agreement (better than 5%) with the O.L.I.S.
result, equivalent to<à% on flow. As the gag is closed, however,
the air rig gives distinctly progressively higher Euler numbers
than the O.L.I.S. by up to 20% at fully closed, equivalent to 7% in
channel flow. The other rig calibration was carried out in hot
(430 C) pressurised (26.5 bar) COp. Only changes in Euler number
were determined, so that results are normalised to the air rig
calibration for the fully open gag. These results remain much
closer to the O.L.I.S. result throughout.

Bearing in mind the expected uncertainty on the O.L.I.S. calibration,
the good agreement for the fully open gag is probably somewhat
fortuitous, but it does suggest that the uncertainty allowance is
more than adequate and there are no unexplained discrepancies which
might be attributed to errors of modelling, data (especially of
fuel resistance data), or of measurement, thus establishing confidence
in all of these. The possibility of fortuitous concealment of
significant errors is made unlikely by the lack of revelation of
such errors in a variety of experimental situations.

Having thus established confidence in our methods, it follows that
the full gag calibration is to be regarded as physically realistic
but disagreement with the air rig calibration remains to be explained.
The discrepancy between air and C0 2 calibrations at high fractional
pressure drop has been noticed in other instances and perhaps can
be explained in terms of the difficulty of relating compressible
behaviour in air to reactor operating conditions in C0?. The
O.L.I.S. calibration is supported by the C02 rig results. Further
reassurance is given by the agreement with the results of 1979, in
spite of the fact that the alternative method of analysis depends
on errors of measurement or data in a different way.

Operating experience confirms that apart from the small effect of
venturi pressure losses, O.L.I.S. and standard stringers closely
resemble one another in flow behaviour, so there is no difficulty
in applying the O.L.I.S. gag characteristic generally. Analysis of
the flow measurement has not led to any modification of prior
assessment of error. An interesting consequence of using the model
to produce the gag characteristic is that most of any systematic
error in modelling or data which effects the determination of the
characteristic now cancels out when the characteristic is used with
the same model and data. Thus the uncertainty of flow assessment
is dominated by errors in reactor measurements with negligible
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contribution from model and data. Reactor pressure and baffle
differential pressure can each be measured to 2% (la-) accuracy, so
flows can be assessed to the same accuracy. Superimposed in this
systematic uncertainty will be a random channel to channel error
which has been assessed to be 1.3% (l«r) for the fully open gag
rising to 1.8% (la) fully closed.

Summarising the outcome of this work, a single gag characteristic
has been determined which applies with the desired accuracy to all
fuel stringers in the Hinkley Point 'B' (and Hunterston 'B')
reactors, at all levels of reactor power and temperature experienced.
No discrepancies were identified to undermine the validity of the
theoretical modelling of channel behaviour, the supplied component
resistance data or the O.L.I.S. flow measurement system. If the
results are remarkable in any way it is that they were obtained not
in an experimental establishment but at a commercial power station
and could not have been achieved without the active co-operation of
station staff. It is clear also that the design of the gag and its
manufacture have resulted in reliable and reproducible behaviour
which has eased the task.

The increased precision to which in-reactor conditions can be
determined, as a result of this work, is proving of value as an aid
to safe and efficient reactor operation.

8. FURTHER APPLICATIONS

The accuracy of flow estimation above makes the model useful in
tests of the performance of the reactor and associated plant.
Using the individual channel gas outlet temperatures, the total
reactor power can also be assessed. Since the accuracy of the
model is limited by reactor pressure and differential pressures, an
alternative approach using the O.L.I.S. pressure and differential
pressure instruments has been devised. This relies on the model
only to relate flow in O.L.I.S. channels to average channel flow
and if the O.L.I.S. gags are spread through the range of gag
openings, the result is insensitive even to errors in the gag
characteristic.

Results obtained in this way have been used:

to check gas circulator characteristics, revealing an
error in the interpretation of the manufacturer's
calibration;

to corroborate a proposed method of circulator
performance assessment, based on measurement of
circulator power consumption;

more significantly, to help identify errors in the
assessment of reactor power by conventional water-side
heat balance, arising from failure to isolate
unmonitored recirculating flow routes.

9.
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Further O.L.I.S. continue to be loaded into the operating C.A.G.R.'s
at Hinkley Point 'B' and Hunterston 'B' to provide continuous fuel
performance monitoring. Further gag calibrations are being carried
out, more to test the performance of the O.L.I.S. instrumentation,
rather than add to knowledge about the gags. However, three
further C.A.G.R. stations are currently being commissioned; properly
equipping these stations with instrumented stringers w i l l provide
fresh opportunities for in-p i le determination of gag characteristics
and accurate measurement of reactor performance.

9. CONCLUSIONS

Specially instrumented fuel stringers have been used to make
measurements of channel flow at power, which have been of a high
scienti f ic qual i ty, enabling accurate in-pi le determinations to be
made of gag flow characteristics, The ingredients of success have
been:

9.1 Overcoming the constraints imposed by the design of the fuel
plug uni t to engineer a venturi flow meter, which closely
meets the requirements of the Bri t ish Standards;

9.2 Selection and calibration of pressure transducers and commissioning
of the pressure monitoring system to achieve high accuracy of
mass flow determination;

9.3 The development of a careful experimental procedure, taking
fu l l advantage of the s tab i l i t y of O.L.I.S. instrumentation to
monitor d r i f t in reactor conditions to minimise random error,
and the use of additional test equipment to reduce absolute
error.

9.4 The use of a sound and physically real is t ic model of channel
flow using accurately determined flow resistance data from
out-of-pi le r igs.

Instrumented stringers provide a precise method for determination
of reactor f low and hence power, in order to complement and corroborate
potentially less accurate alternative methods of reactor performance
assessment used during commissioning.

MC/TS/23
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